Save a tree this Christmas
The care and keeping of a potted Christmas tree
Those who celebrate Christmas with a real tree share similar fond memories of picking one to bring home
and its piney aroma once settled inside. But when the holidays are over, that tree you leave for pickup is
collected, sent through a wood chipper, and made into mulch. Since mulch is used to encourage
breakdown of organic matter in soil, gardens become a local source of greenhouse gasses. If you are
hoping to get on Mother Earth’s nice list this year and reduce your contribution to global warming, consider
using a potted tree in your home this Christmas and planting it when the season ends. Once planted, you
watch as it grows by taking in carbon and releasing oxygen. The following tips will help ensure the survival
of your tree!
The type of tree you are probably used to celebrating with for the Christmas season is a spruce variant, but
any evergreen tree native to our area will do for this activity. The following coniferous trees are valuable in
the Midwest as a resource for woodland animals and would thrive in Northern Illinois climate: Balsam fir,
Canaan fir, Colorado blue spruce, Fraser fir, white pine, red pine, loblolly pine, Scotch pine and shortleaf
pine.
Be aware of the few limitations that come with adopting your own live tree. They typically cost around twice
as much as cut ones, are much heavier, and cannot be stored inside much longer than one week. These
are small prices to pay when you consider the value of carbon storage and watching your tree grow year
after year!
Digging a hole
There are a few factors to consider in choosing a location to plant your tree. Most pine trees grow best in
full sun, but some species will tolerate partial shade. Search online for your specific tree species’
preferences and projected growth. Although it may seem hard to visualize now, your tree can potentially
grow up to 90 feet in size. Be mindful of possible eventual obstacles, such as the canopy shading nearby
plants, touching rooftops, or the roots pushing up pavement. If you are planning ahead on this endeavor,
the first step is to dig a hole for your tree before the soil freezes for winter. Filling the hole with fallen leaf
litter will serve as an insulator and prepare the soil for planting. Then, your tree has its best odds in
succeeding outside if transplanted directly after the holidays. Remember to call the Joint Utility Locating
Information for Excavators (JULIE) at 800-892-0123 or 8-1-1 before you dig in your yard.

If the ground is frozen for winter and you are just getting started, worry not! Information for how to store
your tree until planting follows.
Buying a tree
You can find a few stores online that sell potted Christmas trees in our area. A tip for choosing your tree in
person: run your hands over the outermost needles, the tree is dried out and unhealthy if those on the ends
of the branches fall off. Observe carefully, because needles dropping near the trunk is normal for healthy
tree growth.
Trees are usually sold in containers or with its root ball wrapped in burlap. Burlapped trees are heavier and
require added insulation, but adapt more easily once planted outdoors. Make sure the container holding
your burlapped tree while indoors is only slightly larger than the root ball itself, as a snug fit ensures proper
moisture levels in the roots. Gaps between burlap and the container should be filled in with additional
burlap or another natural material, like woodchips.

Decking the halls
Mark your calendar for December 16th, because live Christmas trees can survive inside for no more than
ten days. Any longer than this and your tree will still look great inside, but has likely adjusted to the indoor
climate to the point that it will not survive once planted outdoors. While inside, mist your tree’s needles with

water or anti-desiccant daily. Its soil should always remain moist, either by continuously maintaining 1-2
inches of water in its pot or covering the soil with crushed ice daily. The tree is best placed by a window to
provide a cool and sunny environment. To prevent the tree from drying out, keep away from heating
sources, fireplaces, and excessive sun. LED lights are best used to deck the halls sustainably.

Unless you already dug your hole, the ground must unfreeze before you can dig a hole to plant your tree.
Until then, it is best kept in an unheated space with sunlight access and away from direct wind. The
sunniest spot in your garage, or just outside the garage with some coverage from wind, would work. The
soil must remain wet but not oversaturated until planting. If wrapped in burlap, more insulation is needed
once removed from indoors. A large bag of leaves would work best.
When spring has sprung and your shovel can strike through the ground soil, dig a hole and plant your
beloved Christmas tree. Your hole should be the same size or slightly larger than the size of your tree’s root
ball and container. If wrapped in burlap, carefully remove as much of this material from the tree’s roots as
you can. After you hoist your tree in its hole, fill in any empty space with dirt and cap the soil with a 3-inch
layer of mulch. Northbrook residents can pick up free mulch at the Public Works Department anytime.
Water immediately after planting, and maintain a regular watering schedule during spring for a few years
prior to planting.

